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            	Home
The main distinction between TUPEX home and its competitors is the great importance attached by the brand to design concepts. Our biggest expectation and desire is towards having a future with an unprecedented freedom in design approaches. The originality stemming from this freedom and the spirit of design will naturally sustain TUPEX home’s place as a leading brand. This can be summarized as the design of the products in accordance with purpose and functionality, cost-effective manufacturing, quality production and being affordable thus, being able to reach the target market.
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	Pipe
TUPEX pipe  is one of the world’s largest plastic piping systems manufacturers. The company develops, produces and markets a comprehensive range of piping systems and components in a variety of material used worldwide to transport water and gas at the highest quality. Service and the right price. TUPEX pipe operates in three core segments of piping systems ; building technology , utility and Agriculture its certified products are used in many countries in worldwide.
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	Chemical
Customers of Tupex chemical are not only in Turkey but also in Balkans, North Africa and Middle East areas who are supplied on time from inventory in local area as well as in free trade zone. Experienced and skilled sale force supported by competent technical service, provides customers accurate information about new emerging technologies and products.
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	Tourism
Turkey, The Mystery of a Wonderland, has become more and more popular for meetings, incentives, congresses and events.
The great variety of both Asian and European influence and traditions ; the palaces, mosques, churches, synagogues, museums, monuments, ancient cities and hundreds more ; over 7000 km of shore line, unmatched in beauty, Turkish landscapes, blue and warm seas, snowy mountains, national parks and Anatolian steppes ; the international Art and Culture Festivals in Istanbul, world class touristic facilities that accommodate a luxury or moderate hotels with traditional hospitable manner, great life, a celebrated cuisine are some of the reasons of this fashion.
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	Health
TUPEX health Treatment and Holiday All in One!
While guests who visit Turkey for health tourism are finding the opportunity to be treated by a staff of experienced physicians with medical equipment above the international standards, guests will now find the opportunity to enjoy Turkey's natural beauty and vibrant city life with accommodations in close proximity to the health centers.
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	Industrial
TUPEX industrial, always aims to produce products for the customer who are after increased efficiency along with minimized use of natural resources and environmental friendly products.
In order to contribute into the competitiveness of our country by using the latest technology, know-how and the expertise experiences, our mission is to produce the premium quality, highest efficiency and environmental friendly products for the main industrial corporations.
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	Electric
TUPEX electric is engaged in production of electric materials, with experienced managers and qualified specialists.
TUPEX electric is a fast growing company with principles of quality and customers satisfaction.
Owing to quality production and a will to overcome difficulties, In a short time the company has become recognized and well known in its sector. In present company exports products to 25 countries in the world and all over Turkey.
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	Sanitary
The basic principle of TUPEX sanitary, which takes firm steps forward, is to meet the needs of you, our dear customers, at the right time with high-quality products making no concessions on quality and thus to inspire confidence and ensure business friendship.
	Keeping up with the dynamic structure of the times and being open to changes and innovations, our company completed all of its studies in the course of time for the purpose of enhancing quality and extending its product range and was certified with TS EN200 - TS EN817 - TS EN331 - TS EN3147 - TS3148 - TS579, ISO 9001-2000 certificates.
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	Logistics
TUPEX logistics is a well-established corporate logistics company providing impeccable road freight, air freight, sea freight, rail freight, fair and events logistics, project transportation, intermodal transportation, customs clearance, insurance, warehousing and all of the other logistics solutions.
	TUPEX logistics management believes that quality is customer satisfaction. We aim at reaching the level of superior quality at low cost by achieving flawless service generation. Hence TUPEX logistics management has adopted the Excellence Approach that equally and fairly meets the expectations of its customers, employees, suppliers, society and shareholders, which in essence is a continuous process of improvement, learning and innovation. Policies and principles adapted to successfully implement the Excellence Approach have been listed below.
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	Our most important subject of activity is to provide a wide product range through contacting the producers directly in each and every region in Turkey in order to correspond to the importers demands.


	From this perspective our costumers will find the reliable, fast and right answers to their demands. Those demands will get limitless respond as for the suitable price, qualified products and on time delivery services.   

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        TUPEX GROUP CODE OF CONDUCT

                                        
                                            The TUPEX Code of Conduct is the framework that explains

                                            READ MORE
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                                        ENVIRONMENT POLICY

                                        
                                            All industrial activities have varying degrees of environmental impact caused
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                OUR PLACE IN THE WORLD


                 On this tough road which we set out for as TUPEX we are
                walking ahead with determined steps conscious of the
                responsibilities undertaken by our company. Our goal is to combine
                this consciousness with our experience and diligence in order to
                offer our customers the highest quality of services within Turkey’s
                borders and abroad. 
                OUR ADDESS 
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                        Turkey - TUPEX CONSTRUCTION & FOREIGN TRADE LIMITED COMPANY


                        	Phone	+90 212 564 00 96
	Fax	+90 212 564 00 96
	E-mail	info@tupexgroup.com
	Address	Ağaoğlu 212 My Office, Mahmutbey Mah. Taşocağı yolu Cad. No: 135, Bağcılar / Istanbul


                    

                

                
                    
                                                "On this tough road which we set out for as TUPEX we are walking
                        ahead with determined steps conscious of the responsibilities
                        undertaken by our company. Our goal is to combine this
                        consciousness with our experience and diligence in order to offer
                        our customers the highest quality of services within Turkey’s borders
                        and abroad."
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